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Ultima
Vesta’s Ultima collection features aluminum rails and an
intricate, yet easy to install, inner panel carrier system. You
can create unique design environments using 2 to 5 flat
fabric panels that connect to the hidden panel carriers by
velcro (allowing for quick scenery changes). All hardware is
available in two contemporary finishes and is stocked in our
warehouse for quick shipping.

AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
PA
= polished aluminum
SN
= satin nickel
MATERIAL:
■ aluminum
DIAMETER & BRACKETS:
13/4"H: bracket required approximately 3' to 4'
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Track lengths exceeding 106" will incur significant additional
freight charges. The collection’s track splice can be used to achieve
longer spans. The cut produced will be hidden by the splice.
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ABBREVIATION KEY:
D
= diameter
H
= height
L
= length
P
= projection
W
= width
ID
= inside diameter
OD
= outside diameter
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13/4" height

bracket required approximately 3' - 4'

Ultima Collection
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: PA, SN | Material: aluminum

inSTock
ship

quick

Ultima Rail

#448001 - 13/4"H
*sold by the foot / shown in PA finish

Track Splice

Glider

#448035 - 2"W, 13/4"H

#907020

*will create a noticeable seam

*attaches to the top of the Panel
Carrier every 16 inches

SN

Panel Carrier

PROJECTIONS

#447020 - 13/16"H

PANEL HARDWARE

*sold by the foot / roller glides attach here & slides into the above track

*distances between panels and projections from the wall
part: #442035

Side Bracket

2-Panel #442012 - 19/16"W, 35/16"L, 23/16"H
3-Panel #442013 - 19/16"W, 43/8"L, 23/16"H
4-Panel #442014 - 19/16"W, 51/2"L, 23/16"H
5-Panel #442015 - 19/16"W, 61/2"L, 23/16"H

*4-panel sample - SN finish

Header w/velcro
#447028 - 15/16"H

*sold by the foot / snaps onto the above Panel Carrier

➜ 11/16" ➜ ➜ 11/16" ➜ ➜ 11/16" ➜ ➜ 11/16" ➜

➜

17/8"

➜ ➜ 215/16" ➜ ➜

4"

➜ ➜ 51/16" ➜ ➜

61/8" ➜

Center Bracket

*4-panel sample - SN finish

ASSEMBLY

➜

brackets attach here

Glider

Wall Bracket

Panel Weight

2-Panel #442032 - 19/16"W, 213/16"L, 23/16"H
3-Panel #442033 - 19/16"W, 37/8"L, 23/16"H
4-Panel #442034 - 19/16"W, 5"L, 23/16"H
5-Panel #442035 - 19/16"W, 6"L, 23/16"H

#447035 - 3/4"H

*sold by the foot / for a bottom panel pocket

2-Panel #442022 - 27/8"W, 35/16"L, 19/16"H
3-Panel #442023 - 27/8"W, 43/8"L, 19/16"H
4-Panel #442024 - 27/8"W, 51/2"L, 19/16"H
5-Panel #442025 - 27/8"W, 61/2"L, 19/16"H

*2-panel sample - SN finish

Ultima Rail
Panel Carrier

➜

Ceiling Bracket

2-Panel #442042 - 13/16"W, 21/2"L
3-Panel #442043 - 13/16"W, 39/16"L
4-Panel #442044 - 13/16"W, 45/8"L
5-Panel #442045 - 13/16"W, 511/16"L

End Cap

2-Panel #441002 - 21/2"W, 23/16"H
3-Panel #441003 - 39/16"W, 23/16"H
4-Panel #441004 - 45/8"W, 23/16"H
5-Panel #441005 - 511/16"W, 23/16"H

➜

*5-panel sample - SN finish

Header w/velcro
*attach your fabric panel here

*3-panel sample - SN finish

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

CR
Crema

JA
Java

ES
Espresso

PA
SN
Polished Satin Nickel
Aluminum

Magnetic Panel Clip
#449010 - 11/2"SQ
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